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and the 1967 Pan-American Games, it will be a very great achievement indeed,
and these two events together with the Montreal World Fair will be effective
ornaments of Canada's centennial celebration in 1967 .

These are some of the many different aspects of the Programme
I should like to describe to you in detail if time permitted . However, I
shall content myself by concluding with a word on our work in two areas in
which you have a special interest, aid to universities and to university
training, and aid to hockey . As many of you know, the Federal Government
made an $18,000 grant early this year to the Canadian Intercollegiate
Athletic Union, to assist in meeting the costs of developing and promoting
international sport at the national level . This grant was designed in part
to encourage such heartening activities as have taken place here today . . . .

Without forgetting other sectors of the community . . .we must devote
specialized attention, through the universities, towards assisting in the
training of the men abd women studying or employed in physical education and
recreational activities, who must provide the technical leadership for an
expanding Programme .

Federal aid is being given through post-graduate scholarships
and bursaries to increase the numbers of professionally trained people in
Canada . These awards, which can be used in or outside Canada, assist the
whole range of post-graduate study, from work at the master's level up to
post-doctoral research .

Kinds of Award

Three types of award are available under the Act . These include
post-graduate scholarships designed to assist persons already holding a
bachelor's degree in physical education to proceed to the master's or doctoral
level . Senior research fellowships are designed to help senior professional
workers increase their qualifications . . . .

Help for Hockey

This great sport has naturally occupied a prominent place in our
thinking . . . . One of our principal problems is how we can give the most
effective aid to a sport which, financially, is in a relatively good position,
but which nevertheless deserves, all the support it can be given for development .

A Committee of the National Advisory Council has been working with
the Executive of the Canadian Amateur Hockey Association to devise ways in
which federal help can be used most effectively . One of the first results of
this collaboration is the $50,000 grant made to the Association to assist in
establishing national hockey leadership courses at five universities, selected
to cover all regions of Canada, with a view to improving hockey coaching and

management . This is, we hope, the beginning of a long and useful collaboration

that will be of continuing help to hockey . . . .
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